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ABSTRACT

The Effects of Constant and Descending Criterion-Level Frequencies on Skill Acquisition
Outcomes
by
Anna Budd

Advisor: Daniel M. Fienup

Higher levels of performance during skill acquisition predict higher levels of response
maintenance, but less is known about how many observations of high levels of performance are
needed to produce this effect of criterion levels. Across two experiments, we analyzed multiple
criterion-level frequency values, or the number of observations of criterion-level performance
during teaching. In Experiment 1, we taught children with disabilities target skills to 90%
accuracy using constant criterion-level frequencies: one day versus three consecutive days.
Across three participants and five comparisons, participants required fewer sessions to meet the
terminal acquisition performance criterion when the frequency value was set to one and response
maintenance outcomes were comparable between conditions. However, we observed a large drop
in accuracy in the 1-Day condition when fading prompts. This was addressed in Experiment 2. In
Experiment 2, we compared the constant criterion of one session to a descending criterion that
required three consecutive days in the initial teaching phase followed by one day in subsequent
phases. Additionally, Experiment 2 investigated if the constant (1-Day) and descending criterion
had a varied effect on generalization, accuracy in responding when the prompt was faded. We
were able to determine that the descending criterion condition mitigated the drop in accuracy
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when the prompt was faded. We replicated the 1-Day condition efficiency and effectiveness
outcomes in Experiment 2. We did not find the 1-Day nor the Descending criterion to be
effective in producing generalization.
Keywords: acquisition-performance criterion, efficiency, frequency of observations, mastery
criterion, response maintenance
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Introduction
Educators’ use of performance criteria to judge when to terminate teaching phases is a
ubiquitous component of Discrete Trial Instruction (DTI). Clinicians rely on performance
criteria to determine when to fade prompts or to determine when a skill should no longer receive
instruction (Fuller & Fienup, 2018; Richling et al., 2019; Richling et al., in press). These
acquisition-performance criteria are called mastery criteria. When choosing an acquisitionperformance criterion, clinicians typically determine a required level of accuracy (measured in
percentage of correct responding) and a required frequency of observations (Fuller & Fienup,
2018). If a learner can perform at that accuracy level for the required frequency of observations,
then the clinician determines that the learner has mastered the phase of learning for that skill.
A review of research indicated that in 1968, 0% of published studies in the Journal of
Applied Behavior Analysis reported on acquisition-performance criteria (mastery criteria), but
over the ensuing decades the percentage of articles reporting criteria increased precipitously
(Sayrs & Ghezzi, 1997). Now, acquisition-performance criteria are regularly used by clinicians.
However, clinicians often arbitrarily choose the parameters of acquisition-performance criteria.
Richling et al. (2019) surveyed clinicians on their use of mastery criteria (acquisitionperformance criteria). Those researchers found that most clinicians reported using 80% across
three sessions with an additional requirement of responding with two or more instructors.
Although there seemed to be some consensus on what acquisition-performance criteria to use
among clinicians, these researchers found that clinicians were not using any empirical evidence
when deciding on acquisition-performance criteria. Most clinicians that responded to the survey
cited past clinical experience as the source used to choose acquisition-performance criteria. The
researchers attributed this to the lack of empirical studies that examined the effectiveness of
different values of performance-acquisition criteria.
1

Despite clinician’s reliance on norms, several studies have examined how acquisitionperformance criteria levels affect one’s performance. Early research in this area was conducted
in a college setting. In the studies using college student participants, researchers have examined
acquisition-performance criterion levels in the context of Keller’s (1968) personalized systems of
instruction (PSI). When PSI is used in a classroom, the learner completes educational units at
their own pace by demonstrating responding at acquisition-performance criteria levels. Once the
learner responds at the acquisition-performance criteria level, they can progress to the next
educational unit. In this line of research, researchers determined that setting higher accuracy
levels is predictive of later responding having higher levels of accuracy (Semb, 1974; Johnston
& O’Neil, 1973; Fienup and Brodsky, 2017). For example, Semb (1974) compared a low
required criterion (60%) to a higher required criterion (100%). Semb (1974) also varied if
students were taught in segments (short assignments) and tested after each portion or were taught
multiple portions before being tested at the end. The researcher used percentage correct scores
from quizzes to evaluate performance after students were taught the material. The researcher
found that when the acquisition-performance criterion was higher (100%) it was more predictive
of higher performance on cumulative exams than when the acquisition-performance criterion
was lower (60%). Researchers also found that when comparing to pre-test scores (achievement
test administered before students began learning class content), those students in the higher
criterion group had larger gains in test scores when being tested at the end of a training segment.
Semb’s (1974) findings have been replicated by other researchers (e.g., Johnston &
O’Neil, 1973; Fienup & Brodsky, 2017). Other researchers also found that performance matched
the performance criterion used and that a higher performance criterion was more predictive of
higher performance levels on maintenance exams. Johnston and O’Neill, (1973) taught college
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students abnormal psychology and used different accuracy levels of acquisition-performance
criteria. When researchers did not use a criterion, performance levels were low on exams. With
each new performance criterion, they found that students’ performance matched the criterion
level. Therefore, a higher required accuracy level produced higher performance levels. Fienup
and Brodsky (2017) studied different levels of acquisition-performance criteria with college
students. The researchers examined blocks of trials and strings of correct responses when
learning baseline conditional discriminations and tested the effects on derived relations. Even
though performance criteria were different, researchers still found that the more stringent the
criterion (12 correct trials or 12 consecutive correct responses v. 6 correct trials) was associated
with better performance. The high criterion was also predictive of derived relations.
Recently researchers have examined acquisition-performance criteria when using DTI to
teach children with developmental disabilities (Fuller & Fienup, 2018; Richling et al, 2019). In
these studies, researchers also examined the first component of acquisition-performance criteria,
level of performance, while holding the frequency of observations constant. Research outcomes
suggested that high criterion levels are predictive of high levels of maintenance after teaching
ended. Fuller and Fienup (2018) compared different levels of required accuracy (50%, 80%, and
90%, all across one observation) to determine which would produce better maintenance of the
learned skill. Researchers taught reading sight words and spelling responses. The researchers
determined that 90% accuracy produced the highest response maintenance for the three
participants. When researchers set the required accuracy level at 50% or 80%, performance
during maintenance varied. For one participant, performance in maintenance was the same after
a criterion of 50% accuracy as after a criterion of 80% accuracy. Researchers determined that
90% accuracy led to consistently better performance on maintenance trials. While 50% and 80%
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accuracy led to more varied and lower performance on maintenance trials. Richling et al. (2019)
conducted three experiments comparing accuracy values using discrete trial instruction and
found similar results. In Experiment 2, the researchers conducted a parametric analysis using
60%, 80%, and 100% (all across three consecutive sessions) as the accuracy criterion while
teaching receptive identification. The participants had to demonstrate the accuracy across three
consecutive sessions. The researchers found that acquisition-performance criteria of 100% for
three consecutive sessions, produced accuracy levels of at least 70% during maintenance. For
two of the four participants responding during maintenance in the 60% and 80% criterion
conditions maintained at or just below those criterion levels. While, for the other two
participants acquisition-performance criteria that were set at 60% and 80% across three
consecutive sessions produced accuracy that was lower than the criterion during maintenance.
They then replicated these results in Experiment 3 with a new set of acquisition tasks (i.e., vocal
tacting) and using the same acquisition-performance criteria. For all four participants, the 100%
criterion condition produced response accuracy at or above 70% during the maintenance phase.
For one of the four participants in the 80% accuracy condition, accuracy was on average close to
performance criterion levels during maintenance. For the other participants, the 80% and 60%
conditions produced accuracy that was below performance criterion levels for that condition
during the maintenance phase. In Experiment 4, the researchers taught tacts again but with a
new set of targets and they replaced the 60% across three consecutive sessions with 90% across
three consecutive sessions. Additionally, unlike Experiments 2 and 3, when a target was
mastered, it was replaced with nonexperimental targets so that there was an equal number of
targets being taught across conditions. For all four participants, only the 100% criterion
condition produced accuracy of 70% or higher during the maintenance phase. Across these three
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experiments and two different teaching tasks, Richling et al. found that the 100% criterion
produced accuracy levels that were closest to the criterion level during maintenance.
Two recent studies found that both 90% and 100% acquisition-performance criterion
levels produced high levels of maintenance (Longino et al., 2020; Pitts & Hoerger, 2021). Pitts
and Hoerger (2021) partially replicated Richling et al.’s (2019) Experiment 4 and compared
accuracy criteria of 80%, 90%, and 100% for three consecutive sessions when teaching a
receptive identification task. Similar to Richling et al. (2019) they used a least-to-most (LTM)
prompting procedure and taught a receptive identification task. Of note, the Pitts and Hoerger
experiment had procedural differences compared to Richling et al. They reinforced on a fixed
ratio one (FR1) schedule, while Richling et al. reinforced correct responding on a variable ratio
three (VR3) schedule. Additionally, in Experiment 4, Richling et al. introduced a new nonexperimental target once an experimental target was mastered to mimic teaching procedures in
clinical settings. Another procedural difference between these sets of researchers was in the
maintenance procedures. Pitts and Hoerger reinforced correct responding during the
maintenance phase they implemented, which Richling et al. did not do. As an extension of the
Richling et al (2019) studies, Pitts and Hoerger researchers also determined that 100% accuracy
produced better maintenance responding than 80% accuracy criterion and 90% accuracy
criterion. Unlike, Richling et al., Pitts and Hoerger found that the 90% criterion condition also
produced maintenance responding that met the criterion level. The procedural differences
between these studies could account for the higher levels of maintained responding in Pitts and
Hoerger, in the 90% criterion condition than the levels of responding during maintenance in
Richling et al.
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Similar to Richling et al., Experiments 3 and 4, Longino et al. (2020) taught tacts and also
compared required accuracy criteria of 80%, 90%, and 100% across three consecutive sessions.
Longino et al. extended the literature by examining performance criteria during a most-to-least
(MTL) prompting procedure. They determined that responding maintained well in the 90% and
100% accuracy criterion conditions but did not maintain well in the 80% criterion condition.
Pitts and Hoerger’s (2021) study and the Longino et al. study extend the previous research by
showing that 100% accuracy produces high accuracy during maintenance. Additionally, Pitts
and Hoerger used a LTM prompting procedure similar to Richling et al. and showed that a 90%
criterion can produce responding during maintenance that met the 90% criterion level, unlike in
Richling et al. However, procedural differences between these studies may have produced the
different outcomes. Pitts and Hoerger reinforced responding during maintenance and did not
introduce novel stimuli when targets were mastered. While, Richling et al. did not reinforce
responding during maintenance and did introduce novel stimuli into acquisition when targets
were mastered. Longino et al. also found that 90% can produce criterion level accuracy during
maintenance but unlike Richling et al. and Longino et al. used a MTL prompting procedures.
Wong, et al. (2021) extended the performance criterion literature by examining the types
of performances, or unit of behavior, to which performance criteria are applied. These
researchers compared the effects on acquisition and maintenance when an operant met criteria as
the individual operant (OA) or as part of a set (SA). For the SA condition, the participant’s
response met acquisition-performance criteria the participant when they responded with 100%
accuracy across all five presentations in one instructional session. For the OA condition, the
participant’s response met acquisition-performance criteria the participant when they responded
with 100% accuracy for all four sight words in one instructional session. For both conditions,
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when an individual operant or the set met criteria, the researchers introduced a new operant or set
until the participants mastered 20 sight words. The researchers examined conditions (OA or SA)
in terms of which led to acquisition of more sight words, the number of sessions required to meet
criteria, and which led to better maintained responding. The previously mentioned acquisitionperformance criterion studies with children with disabilities evaluated responses meeting criteria
as part of a set. In this study researchers taught sight words. The researchers found that for all
four participant the SA condition led to overtraining and requiring more sessions than the OA
condition. Researchers examined the difference in number of sight words responded to with
100% accuracy during a set period of time during maintenance and found that three out of four
participants, acquired more sight words in the OA condition than in the SA condition.
Researchers also found that three of the four participants had higher accuracy during
maintenance in the OA condition than in the SA condition.
The four published empirical evaluations of acquisition-performance criterion effects
with children with disabilities (Richling et al. 2019, Fuller & Fienup, 2018, Pitts & Hoerger,
2021, and Longino et al. 2020) provide evidence that high levels of performance occur during
maintenance when a higher accuracy criterion is used during acquisition. Specifically, these
studies demonstrated that 100% accuracy criterion produced the highest criterion level accuracy
during maintenance when the second acquisition-performance criterion was one session and
three consecutive sessions. There were differences in findings when 80% and 90% accuracy
were used. Richling et al. used 80% and 90% for one session as the performance-acquisition
criterion and found that neither produced criterion level responding in maintenance. Fuller and
Fienup (2018), Pitts and Hoerger (2021), and Longino et al. (2020) all used 80% and 90%
accuracy criterions across three consecutive sessions, and all found the 90% and not the 80%
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criterion to produce criterion level responding in maintenance. These studies have shown that
higher accuracy criterion produces better maintained responding and that a 90% accuracy
criterion can lead to 90% accurately maintained responding when that level of accuracy is
observed across three consecutive sessions.
In the acquisition-performance criteria literature, researchers have mainly examined the
criterion-level component, but no studies have looked at the required number of consecutive
sessions at which a learner should demonstrate that level of performance (e.g., 90% across one
observation v. 90% accuracy across three observations) (Fuller & Fienup, 2018). More research
needs to be done that compares different parameters of this component of acquisitionperformance criteria within the context of discrete trial instruction because an empirical
comparison can help determine what is the more effective and efficient parametric value. By
using a parametric analysis, researchers can compare different frequencies of observations
(consecutive sessions) to determine what is the optimal number. If an instructor uses too few
consecutive sessions as part of criteria, then then learner’s accuracy may decrease when the
prompt is removed or when instructional variables (based on mastery criteria) are removed. At
the same time, when the instructor uses too many consecutive sessions as part of criteria, then
they may be using an inefficient amount of time in instruction and the overtraining may have a
negative impact on generalization, whereby strengthening discriminated responding while
decreasing the chance for generalized responding to novel stimuli that would be in the same
response class (Sutherland and Mackintosh, 1971).
Efficient teaching is crucial because if instructors spend more time than necessary
teaching a certain program, this takes instructional time away from other programs. While
discrete trial instruction (DTI) is an empirically supported teaching method used by clinicians to
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teach skills to learners (Smith, 2001), it is worthwhile for researchers to further investigate how
acquisition-performance criteria can be used more efficiently within DTI. By more efficiently
using acquisition-performance criteria, clinicians may be able to teach more skills in less time.
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to analyze the frequency component of acquisition
performance criteria to study its effects on acquisition and response maintenance. Participants
learned target responses until they demonstrated 90% accuracy in one or across three consecutive
sessions. If participants showed comparably high accuracy in both conditions during
maintenance probes and also acquired the targets in less sessions in the one session condition,
then this value of the frequency component would be demonstrated as effective and more
efficient than the three session value. We chose these frequency values because they were
embedded in previous experimental manipulations of acquisition-performance criteria (frequency
1 = Fuller & Fienup, 2018; frequency 3 = Longino et al., 2020; Pitts & Hoerger, 2021; Richling
et al., 2019). Experimenters measured the number of sessions to meet criterion in the terminal
teaching phase as well as response maintenance three or more weeks following the termination
of teaching.
EXPERIMENT 1
Method
Participants and Setting
Three children with autism spectrum disorder participated. All participants received ABA
services in-home in addition to school. Maya was a 6-year-old female that received 27 hrs of
home-based ABA services and attended a traditional (i.e., non-ABA focused) school during the
day. Maya had a history of working with a token system. At the beginning of the study, Maya
engaged in intraverbal behavior by responding to questions and spoke in four- to five-word
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sentences and regularly initiated vocal requests. Additionally, she often spoke with an atypical
pitch and volume. Michael was an 8-year-old male that received 2 hrs of home-based ABA
services and attended an ABA-focused school during the day. Michael had a history of working
with a token system. He spoke in one- to two-word utterances and initiated vocal mands. He
spontaneously emitted up to 5 mands. Michael engaged in some tacting and engaged in limited
intraverbal responding. Mark was a 6-year-old boy that received 20 hrs of home-based ABA
services and also attended and ABA-focused school during the day. Mark also had a history of
working with a token board. He spoke in one- to two-word utterances and initiated vocal mand.
He also engaged in challenging behavior instead of appropriate mands but was able to
spontaneously emit up to 5 mands. He engaged in tacting when prompted and had a limited
intraverbal responding repertoire.
The research team conducted sessions in rooms of each participant’s home. During
sessions, a researcher and the participant sat adjacent to one another at a table. Maya’s sessions
took place at the table in the dining room. Michael’s sessions took place in the family’s dining
room at a table. Mark’s sessions took place at a table in his bedroom.
Materials
During all phases, the researchers used various objects and stimulus cards for teaching.
For each object (e.g., a clock), there was a corresponding stimulus picture card. The stimulus
cards contained a printed picture of an object on it and ranged in size from approximately 5 by 8
cm to 15 by 15 cm depending on the object. Maya’s first set of targets were “baby alive”, mirror,
clock, window, umbrella, and refrigerator. Maya’s second set of targets were shampoo, a rubber
doorstop, a laminator, a staple remover, a wallet, and a colander. An additional three items were
used in a control condition: a rectangular Tupperware container, a Paw Patrol nightlight, and
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measuring spoons. Michael’s first set of targets were an oven, Legos, napkin, stairs, coat, and
couch. Michael’s second set of targets were his eyes, dryer, a washing machine, his ears, a cell
phone, and a photo album. An additional three items were used in a control condition: his nose, a
board game, and an umbrella. The researchers used the following objects when teaching Mark, a
brush, a mop, the couch, a coat, a bed, and a bowl.
The researcher created numbered datasheets. During experimental sessions, datasheets
were used in sequential order. The datasheet had three versions. The first type of datasheet
contained two sets of targets (one set per experimental condition) that the instructor taught or
tested during a session (an example of the datasheet is in Appendix A). The second type of
datasheet was identical to the first type except that it included three different instructions that the
instructor used across the 15 teaching trials (an example of the datasheet is in Appendix B). The
third type of datasheet was identical to the first and second types except that it included a third
set of control condition targets (an example of the datasheet is in Appendix C). The instructor
also used task analysis sheets that displayed the teaching and testing steps (the steps are shown
on the treatment integrity sheets in Appendices D-O). Additionally, researchers used token
boards during sessions. These were laminated cards with 15 Velcro circles on them so that
tokens could be attached to the Velcro.
Measurement
The researchers primarily measured accuracy of responding to questions about stimuli.
Correct responses corresponded with the discriminative stimulus and were emitted within 3 s.
When prompts were in place, responses that corresponded to the prompt were also considered
correct responses. Incorrect responses were those that corresponded to a different discriminative
stimulus or no response within 3 s (of the discriminative stimulus or prompt). Per session, the
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researchers calculated the percentage of correct responses by dividing the number of correct
responses by the total number of trials, multiplied by 100. We also calculated sessions to
criterion by adding the number of sessions a participant required to meet the performance
criterion during the terminal phase of skill acquisition, which was related to where on the x-axis
an acquisition data path ended. Therefore, in the condition were the participant met acquisitionperformance criteria faster, that data path ended at a smaller value along the x-axis. We
separately analyzed the percentage of correct responses emitted during maintenance probes.
Procedure
Each participant underwent several phases in this study: target identification and
assignment of targets to conditions, baseline, skill acquisition (teaching), and maintenance. The
researchers conducted all sessions using discrete trials. Before beginning each baseline, skill
acquisition, or maintenance session the researchers conducted a single trial paired preference
assessment to determine the stimulus that the participant could earn once they obtained all
required tokens. Then the researchers told the participant to remove all the tokens from the token
board. The researchers then conducted target trials based on their order on the datasheet. There
were two acquisition-performance criterion conditions. The first condition entailed one session at
90% accuracy (1-Day condition) and the second condition entailed three sessions at 90%
accuracy (3-Day condition). There were three targets taught in each condition. Maya and
Michael also underwent a replication phase that included a no-teaching control condition.
Target Identification and Assignment to Treatment Condition
The researcher engaged in a process to identify responses that are not in the participant’s
repertoire and assign them to treatment conditions using logical analysis. First, the researchers
conducted probes to determine targets that were not in a participant’s repertoire. A probe trial
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entailed the researcher presenting a discriminative stimulus, which consisted of a verbal
instruction and the presentation of a picture of the object or the presentation of the object
simultaneously (hold up card and say “what do you do with this”). Following the delivery of the
discriminative stimulus, the researchers waited up to 3 s for the participant to emit an accurate
intraverbal response that corresponded with the discriminative stimulus and did not provide
consequences following the participant’s response. For example, the researchers asked, “What is
a refrigerator used for?” and an accurate intraverbal response was, “To keep food cold”. Only
targets that resulted in incorrect responses remained in the pool of potential target responses.
Second, the board certified supervisor, in-charge of the home-based therapy, then rated
the difficulty of the intraverbal responses using a logical analysis based on the novelty of the
target (see Cariveau et al., 2020). “Difficult” targets were more novel or longer responses. The
researchers then matched the targets (e.g., difficult with difficult) and then randomly assigned the
targets from each pair to two different conditions. This was done to create conditions with
overall equal levels of difficulty.
Baseline
After determining that target responses were not in the participant’s repertoire and
assigning targets to the conditions based on difficulty, researchers conducted a formal baseline.
Trials were conducted similar to target identification trials, except now sessions contained only
targets from a particular set rather than across sets. Each baseline session contained 5
opportunities to respond to each of the 3 targets for a set. There were four baseline sessions for
each participant, which included two assessments of providing the vocal discriminative stimulus
and simultaneously held up the actual object and two assessments of providing the vocal
discriminative stimulus and simultaneously held up a picture of the object. The type of baseline
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session is indicated in the respective graphs. For Maya and Michael, the researchers varied the
vocal aspect of the discriminative stimulus between, “What do you do with___”, “What can you
do with ____”, and “What do you use a _____ for?”.
During all baseline sessions, the researchers provided no accuracy feedback for target
response trials; however, the researchers interspersed 15 previously mastered intraverbal trials –
from outside of this experiment - for the participant to earn tokens and contact praise. On
interspersal trials, the researcher presented a vocal discriminative stimulus and waited up to 3 s
for the participant to emit a correct intraverbal response. For interspersal trials, the researcher
provided tokens contingent on correct responses and corrections contingent on incorrect
responses. Once the participant completed all baseline trials and earned all tokens from
interspersal trials (15 tokens to exchange), then the participant was able to access a preferred
stimulus.
Skill Acquisition
The researchers presented the discriminative stimuli in the same manner as during
baseline, but with the addition of prompts and consequences for correct and incorrect responses.
There were 2 to 3 different teaching phases that followed a generic most-to-least framework
within the verbal topography (Ingvarsson, 2011; Ingvarsson & Hollobaugh, 2011). In other
words, the researchers began teaching by providing verbal prompts and faded those verbal
prompts across consecutive phases contingent on the participant’s performance meeting the
acquisition-performance criterion. Once the verbal prompt was completely faded, participants
responded in the presence of the object.
Skill acquisition sessions began with the researchers presenting a physical stimulus
(picture or object) and a vocal question (e.g., “What do you use a ___ for?”). For Maya and
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Michael’s second comparison, the researchers alternated presenting this vocal question and two
other vocal questions (“What can you do with a ____” and “What do you do with ______”)
along with a physical stimulus (picture or object). Depending on the phase (described below), the
researchers also presented a verbal prompt. Contingent on a correct response, the researchers
praised the participant’s response and provided a token. Contingent on an incorrect response, the
researchers implemented an error correction procedure. For the error correction procedure, the
researchers stated, “Try again”, restated the instruction and used a more intrusive prompt. The
researchers repeated this procedure until the participant responded correctly. The researchers did
not provide a token after error correction procedures and simply moved on to the next trial.
Once a participant earned 15 tokens, then they could exchange the tokens for the stimulus
identified during the single trial paired-choice preference assessment. Whereas, during baseline
and control condition trials, interspersal trials were presented after each target trial, during 1-Day
and 3-Day condition trials the first fifteen trials were target trials. If the participant did not earn
all their tokens after the 15 trials, then the researcher presented interspersal trials, so that the
participant had the opportunity to earn the remaining tokens to exchange for a backup reinforcer.
Acquisition-performance criteria and prompt fading. Skill acquisition contained
multiple teaching phases because the researchers used a most-to-least prompting fading
procedure (Ingvarsson, 2011; Ingvarsson & Hollobaugh, 2011). The researchers faded a prompt
once a participant’s performance met or exceeded the acquisition-performance criterion for that
target and condition. In the 1-Day criterion condition, each time the participant’s accuracy was
90% correct or higher for the single session/day, the participant moved onto the next teaching
phase. In the 3-Day criterion condition, each time the participant’s accuracy was 90% correct or
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higher for three consecutive sessions/days, the participant moved onto the next teaching phase.
We ran 1 session per day per condition, thus, sessions and days are interchangeable terms.
Each participant completed to 3 to 4 teaching phases. The full verbal prompt phase
entailed the researchers providing a full verbal prompt (FV), which was topographically identical
to the target response after presenting the picture and vocal question. The partial verbal prompt
(PV) phase entailed the researchers providing an initial portion of the verbal prompt after
presenting the picture and vocal question. The next teaching phase entailed the researchers
presenting the picture (Pic) with the vocal question, without a verbal prompt. The final teaching
phase entailed the researchers presenting the object (Obj) with the vocal question without a
verbal prompt.
During Maya’s two comparisons, she experienced the following sequence of teaching
phases: FV, Pic, Obj. Michael experienced PV, Pic, and Obj teaching phases. Mark experience
four teaching phases: FV, PV, Pic, Obj. Differences between participants were determined based
on their individual programming at the onset of the experiment.
Maintenance
The researchers began assessing response maintenance after a participant’s responding
met the acquisition-performance criterion (90% for 1 session/day or 90% for 3 consecutive
sessions/days) during the Obj phase of teaching for a respective condition. Of note, when a set of
targets met the terminal criteria in the Obj phase, no novel targets were introduced into
acquisition to replace the acquired targets. This was a procedural difference from what was done
in Richling et al. (2019). Those researchers continued to introduce novel targets as targets were
mastered. Therefore, in that study participants were undergoing more teaching trials while
targets were in maintenance than in Experiment 1. Maintenance sessions were identical to
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baseline conditions assessing responses in the presence of physical objects (not pictures). The
researchers aimed to conduct maintenance sessions once a week every 7 days for 3 to 4 weeks.
These procedures differed from the Pitts and Hoerger study because those researchers provided
reinforcement after a correct response during maintenance.
Experimental Design
The researchers used an adapted alternating treatments design (Sindelar et al., 1985) to
examine the effects of two acquisition-performance criterion frequencies (90% accuracy in one
observation or across three observations) on skill acquisition and response maintenance. When
using an adapted alternating treatments design, researchers may analyze differentiation between
data paths (conditions) along the y-axis to analyze effectiveness differences or analyze
differentiation between data paths (conditions) along the x-axis by comparing at which x-axis
value a condition ends to analyze efficiency differences. As an example, in Richling et al.
(2019), researchers were able to determine in which condition a participant concluded
acquisition in fewer sessions by visually analyzing which condition’s data path ended on a lower
value along the x-axis.
Each condition began with baseline observations. After four baseline observations, each
participant began skill acquisition, and we applied the specific performance criterion frequency
to each teaching phase of skill acquisition. Once a participant’s accuracy met or exceeded the
performance criterion during the terminal phase of skill acquisition, the researchers conducted
maintenance sessions.
The researchers held certain variables constant across the experimental conditions. The
researchers ensured that the participants did not contact the target responses during weekly ABA
sessions for the duration of this study. To control for target difficulty, the researchers equated
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targets based on the difficulty of the response (Cariveau et al., 2020). Once targets were equated,
they were assigned to conditions so that each condition had an equal difficulty level. The
researchers than randomly ordered the presentation of target stimuli and antecedent vocal
statements each session using random numbers generated from www.randomizer.org. During
each day, the order of conditions was also randomized using www.randomizer.org.
We took additional steps to control variables during the second comparisons for Michael
and Maya. The researchers block randomized the presentation of the three vocal statements every
three trials. The researchers implemented a no-teaching control condition and assessed this
condition every other session. During the control condition, the researchers presented the target
antecedents (stimulus and vocal direction). Then once the participant responded, the researchers
provided a neutral response (e.g., “okay”). The researchers interspersed previously mastered
intraverbal response trials to control condition sessions as described in baseline (see above).
Interobserver Agreement
All sessions were recorded. An independent observer watched video recorded sessions
for the purpose of conducting interobserver agreement (IOA). The researchers used trial-by-trial
IOA. When scoring trial responses, the researchers scored an agreement when the researcher and
the observer both recorded a correct or incorrect response, respectively. The researchers
calculated interobserver agreement by dividing the number of agreements by the number of
agreements plus disagreements, and then multiplying the amount by 100. During Maya’s first
comparison, IOA was calculated for 45% of 1-Day condition sessions and 67% of 3-Day
condition sessions. Agreement was overall 99% for the 1-Day condition and 100% for the 3-Day
condition. During Maya’s second comparison, IOA was calculated for 33% of 1-Day condition
sessions, 38% of 3-Day condition, and 29% of control condition sessions for Maya. Agreement
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was 100% for all three conditions. During Michael’s first comparison, IOA was calculated for
50% of the 1-Day condition and 50% of the 3-Day condition. Agreement was 99% or the 1-Day
condition and 99% for the 3-Day condition. During Michael’s second comparison, IOA was
calculated for 59% of the 1-Day condition, 50% of the 3-Day condition, and 78% of the control
condition sessions for Michael. Agreement was 99% for the 1-Day condition, 99% for the 3-Day
condition, and 100% for the control condition. During Mark’s comparison, IOA was calculated
for 22.7% of the 1-Day condition sessions and 27.3% of the 3-Day condition. Agreement was
99% for the 1-Day condition and 100% for the 3-Day condition.
Treatment Integrity
The independent observer also watched video recordings of sessions to evaluate if
antecedents and consequences were accurately implemented for the purpose of evaluating
treatment integrity. Per trial, the independent observer rated each antecedent, prompt, and
consequence as delivered correctly or incorrectly. The researchers calculated treatment integrity
by dividing the number of steps implemented correctly by the total number of steps possible,
multiplied by 100. During Maya’s first comparison, integrity was calculated for 45% of 1-Day
condition sessions and 60% of 3-Day condition sessions. Treatment integrity was 98% for the 1Day condition and 96% for the 3-Day condition. During Maya’s second comparison, integrity
was calculated for 33% of the 1-Day condition sessions, 38% of the 3-Day condition sessions,
and 29% of the control condition sessions. Treatment integrity was 99% for the 1-Day condition,
100% for the 3-Day condition, and 100% for the control condition. During Michael’s initial
comparison, integrity was calculated for 64% of the 1-Day condition sessions and 61% of the 3Day condition sessions. Treatment integrity was 96% for the 1-Day condition and 98% for the 3Day condition. During Michael’s second comparison, integrity was calculated for 65% of the 1-
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Day condition sessions, 55% of the 3-Day condition sessions, and 78% of the control condition
sessions. Treatment integrity was 100% for the 1-Day condition, 100% for the 3-Day condition,
and 100% for the control condition. During Mark’s comparison, integrity was calculated for
22.7% of the 1-Day condition sessions and 27.3% of the 3-Day condition sessions. Treatment
integrity was 84% for the 1-Day condition and 95.3% for the 3-Day condition. During two of the
treatment sessions, the interventionist did not provide a token after correct responses but praised
his response and presented an instruction for Mark to complete a mastered skill then gave a token
after a correct response. This occurred in both criterion conditions. Previous research points out
that treatment integrity errors that entail not delivering a reinforcer after a correct response can
still lead to skill acquisition although at a slower rate (Carroll et al., 2013). Additionally, since
the participant still acquired the target responses and this issue occurred in both conditions, the
outcomes suggest praise functioned as a reinforcer and the absence of token delivery did not
seem to be impact acquisition.
Results and Discussion
Acquisition and Maintenance
Figures 1 through 5 display acquisition and maintenance data for participants.
Traditionally, with adapted alternating treatments designs all data paths, or conditions, are
graphed in a single panel (Sindelar et al., 1985). Due to the multiple fading steps that occurred at
different times due to the different criterion-level frequency conditions, we graphed each
condition in a separate graph to clearly communicate those fading steps. Nonetheless, time is
held constant across acquisition graphs.
Figure 1 displays Maya’s skill acquisition (upper panels) and maintenance (lower panel)
during the initial comparison. Maya met the terminal phase performance criterion for the 1-Day
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condition in 4 days (sessions) and the 3-Day condition targets in 8 days. Maya completed the 1Day condition in 50% fewer days than 3-Day condition. It should be noted that in the first phase
of teaching in the 3-Day condition, the researchers moved on too quickly to the next teaching
phase. There should have been one more day of at least 90% correct responding. During
maintenance assessments, Maya’s accuracy averaged 98% (range 93% to 100%) correct
responding during the 1-Day condition and averaged 100% correct responding during the 3-Day
condition across 24 total days.
Figure 2 displays Maya’s skill acquisition (upper panels) and maintenance (lower panel)
during the second comparison. Maya met the terminal phase performance criterion for the 1-Day
condition targets in 4 days and the 3-Day condition targets in 9 days. Maya completed the 1-Day
condition in 56% fewer days than 3-Day condition. While acquiring target responses during
teaching conditions, Maya did not acquire responses from the control condition. During the
maintenance assessments, Maya’s accuracy averaged 100% correct responding during both the
1-Day and 3-Day conditions across 25 total days.
Figure 3 displays Michael’s skill acquisition (upper panels) and maintenance (lower
panel) during the initial comparison. Michael met the terminal phase performance criterion for
the 1-Day condition targets in 7 days and the 3-Day condition targets in 11 days. Michael
completed the 1-Day condition in 36% fewer days than the 3-Day condition. During maintenance
assessments, Michael’s accuracy averaged 100% correct responding during both the 1-Day and
3-Day conditions across 21 total days.
Figure 4 displays Michael’s skill acquisition (upper panels) and maintenance (lower
panel) during the second comparison. Michael met the terminal phase performance criterion for
the 1-Day condition targets in 9 days and the 3-Day condition targets in 13 days. Michael
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completed the 1-Day condition in 31% fewer days than the 3-Day condition. While acquiring
target responses during teaching conditions, Michael did not acquire responses from the control
condition. During maintenance assessments, Michael’s accuracy averaged 91% correct
responding during the 1-Day condition and averaged 98% correct responding during the 3-Day
condition across 35 total days. The researchers altered teaching procedures for Michael during
the second comparison. During the initial partial prompt phase, Michael demonstrated low
accuracy for five sessions, so the researchers modified teaching procedures (Keohane & Greer,
2005) and presented a new partial verbal prompt phase where the verbal prompt involved more
syllables. Once Michael mastered that phase, then the partial verbal prompt was faded across one
more phase.
Figure 5 displays Mark’s skill acquisition (upper panels) and maintenance (lower panel)
during the initial comparison. Mark met the terminal phase performance criterion for the 1-Day
condition targets in 8 days and the 3-Day condition targets in 12 days. Mark completed the 1Day condition in 33% fewer days than the 3-Day condition. During maintenance assessments,
Mark’s accuracy averaged 92% correct responding during the 1-Day condition across 78 total
days and averaged 86% correct responding during the 3-Day condition across 79 total days. Both
conditions demonstrated a slow descending trend. Overall, we observed differences in the
number of sessions required to meet the terminal teaching phase performance criterion and
comparable response maintenance outcomes.
Accuracy When Fading Prompts
Of note, performance during acquisition appeared to drop to a lower level when fading
prompts in the 1-Day condition. To further explore this, we examined each participant’s
accuracy during the first session starting a new acquisition phase with faded prompts. This
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involved examining data from the first session of each teaching phase except for the first
teaching phase. Figure 6 displays the respective data, aggregated across participants and teaching
phases. Each data point signifies an individual performance. In the 1-Day condition, participants
averaged 88% accuracy (SD = 11.9) during the first acquisition session in a new (faded) teaching
phase, while participants averaged 97% accuracy (SD = 5.4) – thus, in general, during the first
teaching session using faded prompts, a participant’s performance was likely to be below
criterion-level in the 1-Day condition and above criterion-level in the 3-Day condition. A pairedsamples t-test revealed that performance on the first acquisition session of a new phase was
significantly higher in the 3-Day condition compared to the 1-Day condition, t(10) = 3.57, p =
0.005. These outcomes confirm that despite the overall efficiency of the 1-Day criterion
condition, when participants experienced faded prompts, participants performed higher initially
in the 3-Day condition.
Limitations
Limitations in Experiment 1 were procedural errors. During one session, Maya’s
researcher conducted trials using an incorrect prompt level. Based on the acquisitionperformance criteria rules, the researcher needed to conduct at least one more session using a full
verbal prompt, but the researcher did not use a verbal prompt and just showed the picture when
asking about function. Maya still demonstrated high accuracy (100%) during maintenance,
which should not be surprising since Maya had high accuracy during the 1-Day condition. There
could have also been a larger difference in teaching sessions between the 1-Day and 3-day
conditions. Another limitation in the first experiment, regarding Maya, was that maintenance did
not begin the same number of days after teaching finished for both conditions. The researcher
began the 1-Day condition 10 days after completing teaching sessions. While the 3-Day
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condition began 11 days after completing teaching sessions. However, this did not seem to
contribute to differences in responding during maintenance.
Another possible confound that occurred in Experiment 1 was when Michael was
learning his second set of functions. Michael’s first teaching phase was a partial verbal prompt.
After the first five teaching sessions, Michael did not respond with more than 70% accuracy and
his accuracy was stable at this level. Michael was responding correctly on two out of the three
targets but continued to error across the 15 trials on one of the targets. Therefore, although his
overall accuracy did not reach acquisition-performance criteria, the other targets were exposed to
more than three consecutive sessions of at least 90% accurate responding. Therefore, these
targets were exposed to the criteria used in the 3-Day condition, which could have confounded
the outcomes during maintenance sessions in the 1-Day condition. Wong et al (2020) points out
that using acquisition-performance criteria for a set of targets as the operant instead of for the
individual operants can lead to this type of limitation.
Conclusion
In Experiment 1, the outcomes suggested 1) that the frequency component of
performance criteria affect the efficiency of instruction, 2) that lower frequencies have the
potential to make instruction more efficient, and 3) that initially when switching from one
teaching phase to the next, there is an initial decrease in performance produced by lower
frequency components of performance criteria. Therefore, while the 1-Day condition can
maintain the effectiveness of teaching instructions while improving efficiency, lower frequency
components of performance criteria produce an initial decrease in performance when a new
acquisition phase is introduced. The initial decrease in performance may be clinically significant
for some population of learners, such as those who engage in maladaptive behavior to escape
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instruction that require more response effort. Hence, in Experiment 2, researchers examined a
criterion that would mitigate the drop in accuracy after a prompt is faded and compared it to a 1Day criterion. Additionally, experimenters examined the effect on how accurately participants
generalized responses to new stimuli between the two types of acquisition-performance criteria.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 sought to evaluate strategies to mitigate the initial drop in performance
produced by lower frequency components that are, otherwise, more efficient than higher
frequency components. In the acquisition-performance criteria literature, Carlson and Minke
(1975) evaluated constant and ascending criteria. The researchers compared accuracy across
academic units among college students using Personalized System of Instruction (PSI, Keller,
1968) in a psychology course. The two constant criteria conditions were similar to those
evaluated in other studies (e.g., Semb, 1974; Fuller & Fienup, 2018). Carlson and Minke
evaluated constant criteria of 80% and 90%. The researchers also evaluated an ascending
criterion, whereby the criterion-level was set low during initial units and the stringency was
gradually increased across the semester. Specifically, the performance criterion was altered from
60% to 70% to 80% to 90% across three blocks of educational units. In all conditions, when a
student met the accuracy criterion on the quiz at the end of the unit, then they could move onto
the next unit. Researchers found that students had better performance on quizzes in the 80%
criterion condition than the 90% criterion condition and the ascending criterion condition. When
the ascending criterion was set to 80%, students had fewer errors in comparison to the
corresponding 80% criterion condition. This also occurred when the ascending criterion was set
to 90% in comparison to the 90% condition.
Therefore, in Experiment 2, researchers investigated the effects of constant and changing
acquisition-performance criteria. While Carlson and Minke (1975) found ascending criteria were
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beneficial to skill acquisition, Experiment 1 outcomes suggest 3-Day criteria produce better
initial performance during new teaching phases as compared to 1-Day criteria. Thus, having 3Day criteria during an initial phase and switching to the 1-Day criteria in subsequent phases may
have a similar positive effect on learning. The goal of this study was to evaluate the effects of a
descending-frequency criterion component on a participant’s accuracy when the researcher
removed the prompt. These researchers also conducted generalization probes when participants
completed acquisition phases as an extension of Experiment 1 outcomes and the acquisitionperformance criteria literature. Generalization had not been measured in previous acquisitionperformance criteria research so these researchers were curios how accuracy during
generalization would differ between constant and changing acquisition-performance criteria.
Experimenters used a 1-Day criterion as the comparison group because in Experiment 1, the 1Day criteria were generally shown to produce high accuracy in maintenance efficiently but with
the limitation that accuracy decreased after the prompt was removed.
These researchers hypothesized that (1) participants would complete acquisition in fewer
sessions with the 1-Day criterion but that (2) the Descending criterion would produce higher or
comparable accuracy during maintenance and generalization, and (3) accuracy would not decline
when the verbal prompt was removed if the participant had more teaching sessions with a
prompt.
Participants were again three learners diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).
During Experiment 2, researchers taught them sets of functions, set of body parts, or sets of
objects. The primary dependent variables were the total number of trials needed to reach
performance criteria across all acquisition phases, the levels of accuracy after a prompt was
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faded, the levels of accuracy during maintenance sessions, and the levels of accuracy on
generalization probes.
Method
Participants and Setting
Three children with ASD participated in Experiment 2. Paul was a 7-year old male who
received 15 hrs of home-based ABA therapy and attended a traditional school during the day in
which he was in a special education classroom. He was able to spontaneously mand but engaged
in frequent echolalia. He engaged in tacting when prompted and engaged in limited repertoire of
intraverbal responses. He spoke in 3-4 word utterances. Paul has a history of working with a
token board. John was a 5-year-old male who was in a special education class in a public school.
John did not receive home-based ABA therapy. He had a varied repertoire of mands and had an
adequate intraverbal repertoire but struggled with maintaining conversations. He often
perseverated on topics. He spoke in 4-5 word utterances. He did not have a history of using a
token board. Ralph was an 8-year old male who was home-schooled. He received 20-hours of
ABA therapy. He engaged in one word mands and only spontaneously manded for preferred
edibles and objects. He engaged in frequent echolalia. He rarely engaged in tacting unless
prompted and engaged in very limited intraverbal responding. His intraverbal responses were
typically one word utterances in response to questions about, “what he wanted”. He had a history
of working with a token board.
Paul’s experimental sessions took place at a coffee table in his family’s living room.
John’s experimental sessions took place at a small table in his family’s living room. Ralph’s
experimental sessions took place in his kitchen at a small table with his mother. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, all of Ralph’s sessions were completed virtually on the family’s Lenovo
laptop.
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Materials
During all phases, the researchers used various objects and stimulus cards for teaching.
The stimulus cards contained a printed picture of an object on it and ranged in size from
approximately 5 by 8 cm to 15 by 15 cm depending on the object. Ralph’s stimuli were 22 by 28
cm on letter-sized paper because they were shown on a screen. When teaching Paul, the
researchers pointed to the following objects and pictures of these objects: Tupperware, doorstop,
ruler, whisk, folder, and staple remover. When the researcher presented control condition
targets, she used wallet, watch, and laminator when presenting control condition targets. When
teaching John, the researchers pointed to body parts and pictures of the body parts for this
experiment, which corresponded with the targets being taught. When working with John, the
researchers used pictures of an ankle, a forearm, knees, eyelashes, and calves. When the
researchers presented control condition targets, they used a waist, a heel, and a forehead. When
working with Ralph, the experimenter used pictures of the following objects, a brush, a clock, a
rug, a pot, a plate, and a towel. When presenting the control condition targets, the researchers
presented a pillow, a mop, a lamp. These items were on the letter-sized paper mentioned above.
During baseline and generalization sessions for Paul researchers used the actual objects. During
baseline and generalization sessions, the researchers pointed to the actual body parts for John.
While for Ralph, the researchers used other exemplars of the same objects. Identical to the first
experiment, the researchers continued to use token boards. Since Ralph’s sessions were virtual,
the researchers used Zoom and Google Meets.
The datasheets used in Experiment 2 were identical to the datasheets used in the first
experiment except that the new targets were printed on these datasheets (refer to an example of
the datasheet in Appendix C). These targets and the three instructions (that were previously used
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in the first experiment) were presented in a block randomized order. The researchers also used
task analysis sheets that displayed the teaching and testing steps, which were identical to the ones
used in Experiment 1 (again refer to Appendices D-N) except the conditions were now the
Descending condition and the 1-Day condition.
Measurement
We measured the same variables as reported in Experiment 1. Identical to Experiment 1,
a correct response for Paul was stating the function of the target that the researcher asked about.
A correct response for John was labeling the body part being shown to him. A correct response
for Ralph was labeling the object being shown to him. The researchers used the same methods to
calculate accuracy as used in Experiment 1 and again followed the acquisition-performance
criteria to determine when the participant mastered the skill.
Procedure
The researchers used the following phases in the experiment, behavioral assessment,
target identification, baseline, acquisition, generalization, and maintenance. Baseline,
acquisition, and maintenance followed the same procedures as in Experiment 1 with some
exceptions.
Target Identification and Assignment to Treatment Condition
The researchers used similar procedures to identify targets and assign them to treatment
conditions as used in Experiment 1, except for participants did not have a home-based, board
certified supervisor so the researcher or an in-home behavior technician assigned the targets
using logical analysis. Prior to conducting a formal baseline, a target assessment phase was
conducted to identify target responses not in the participant’s repertoire and to equate targets
prior to assignment to teaching conditions. This was done to make sure that the participants did
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not know the functions of teaching targets. The researchers asked Paul about the function of
various objects. The researchers asked John about the names of different body parts. Similar to
Experiment 1, the researchers rated the difficulty of targets using a logical analysis based on the
novelty of the target (see Cariveau et al., 2020) and based on the length of the response.
Additionally, if two targets began with the same letter, the researchers assigned them to two
separate conditions, while maintaining equal difficulty across conditions. This was done to
create conditions with target behaviors of overall equal levels of difficulty. Since Paul was
learning functions of objects, difficulty was assessed based on the number of syllables and words
in the response and the syllables of the target word used in the instruction (e.g., Tupperware has
3 syllables). When rating John’s, the researchers assigned difficulty value based on the first
sound of the word, the number of syllables in the word, and the length of the word. Researchers
have previously assigned utterance complexity according to single vowel or continuant single
constants as being less complex, utterances comprised of single consonants followed by a vowel
as being more complex, and utterances consisting of consonant blends as being most complex
(Schoen et al., 2011). Therefore, words that began with consonant blends (two consonants) were
the most difficult, words with more syllables were more difficult, and words with more letters
were more difficult. Ralph’s in-home behavior technician was available to rate the difficulty of
his targets, based the difficulty he would have with saying the target’s name and novelty of the
target’s name.
Baseline and Skill Acquisition
During baseline and acquisition, the researchers followed the same procedures that were
used during Maya and Michael second comparison in Experiment 1. The only exception to
procedures was that now the experiment entailed the Descending condition and the 1-day
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condition, so researchers had to follow new acquisition-performance criteria in the Descending
condition during acquisition phases. The researchers continued to use a control condition
identical to the one used in Experiment 1. The 1-Day condition entailed the same performance
criteria that were used in Experiment 1 (i.e., 90% across one session). In the Descending
condition, performance criteria varied across the acquisition phases. In the first acquisition
phase, the researchers used 90% across three consecutive days as acquisition-performance
criteria. In the remaining acquisition phases, the researchers used 90% across one day as
performance criteria. When teaching John and Ralph, the researchers used a verbal prompt, in
the second acquisition phase the researchers used a partial verbal prompt, and in the third
acquisition phase the researchers did not use a prompt. Of note, due to Ralph’s slow acquisition,
researchers used criteria to reintroduce more invasive verbal prompt. When Ralph’s accuracy
had a descending trend or the overall accuracy did not change level for six consecutive sessions,
then the researchers reintroduced the previous prompt phase at the next session and Ralph’s
accuracy had to meet acquisition-performance criteria for the prompt to be faded again. When
teaching Paul, the researchers also began acquisition with a verbal prompt and in the second
acquisition phase did not use a prompt. Table 2 displays participants’ targets for each condition.
Generalization
Generalization procedures. During generalization, the researchers followed the same
procedures that were used during Maya and Michael second comparison in Experiment 1.
Generalization sessions were conducted identical to baseline with object (or actual body part)
sessions, except for Ralph. His generalization sessions a different set of pictures was used for
the same objects being taught in acquisition. This was done to determine if the participant could
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emit the learned response in the presence of a topographically similar but different form of the
target.
Generalization timing. The researchers conducted one generalization probe for each
target after the participant reached acquisition-performance criteria for a condition of targets in
the terminal teaching phase, which entailed responding to questions about pictures. Paul’s
generalization probes were an exception. Paul’s targets in the 1-day condition were probed five
days after he reached performance criteria in the final acquisition phase for that condition.
Paul’s targets in the Descending condition were probed nine days after he reached performance
criteria in the final acquisition phase for that condition.
Maintenance
Maintenance procedures. During maintenance, the researchers conducted sessions
identical to the baseline with pictures sessions.
Maintenance timing. For Paul, the researchers began maintenance sessions for the 1-day
condition began one week after he reached performance criteria in the final acquisition phase and
for the Descending condition began nine days after Paul reached performance criteria in the final
acquisition phase for that condition. The researchers conducted the second maintenance session
for the 1-Day condition two weeks after the first maintenance session and then continued to
conduct them every seven days. For John and Ralph, the researchers began maintenance
sessions approximately one week after the learner reached performance criteria for a condition of
targets in the terminal teaching phase. The researchers then continued to conduct maintenance
sessions every seven days for three weeks.
Experimental Design
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The researchers implemented the same experimental design procedures as used in
Experiment 1.
Interobserver Agreement
Identical to Experiment 1 an independent observer watched video recorded experimental
sessions. The same procedures were used to collect and calculate IOA (item-by-item IOA). For
Paul, the observer scored 24% of Descending condition sessions, 20% of 1-Day condition, and
25% of the control condition. For John, the observer scored 25% of all sessions for the
Descending, 1-Day, and control conditions. For Ralph, the observer scored 21% of the
Descending and 1-Day condition sessions and scored 36% of control condition sessions. After
scoring Paul’s sessions, the observer scored overall Descending condition IOA to be 100%,
overall 1-Day condition IOA to be 100%, and overall control condition IOA to be 100%. After
scoring John’s sessions the observer scored overall Descending condition IOA to be 93%, overall
1-Day condition IOA to be 97%, and overall control condition IOA to be 100%. After scoring
Ralph’s sessions, the observer scored overall Descending condition IOA to be 98%, overall 1Day condition IOA to be 100%, and overall control condition IOA to be 95%.
Treatment Integrity
Identical to Experiment 1, the independent observer also watched and scored video
recordings of experimental sessions to monitor treatment integrity. For Paul, the observer scored
29% of Descending condition sessions, 33% of 1-Day condition sessions, and 25% of control
condition sessions. For Paul, the researcher calculated overall treatment integrity for the
Descending condition to be 99.6%, overall treatment integrity for the 1-Day condition to be
100%, and overall treatment integrity for the control condition to be 97%. For John, the observer
scored 25% of Descending condition sessions and 1-Day condition sessions, and 25% of control
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condition sessions. For John, the researcher calculated overall treatment integrity for the
Descending condition to be 100%, overall treatment integrity for the 1-Day condition to be 99%,
and overall treatment integrity for the control condition to be 100%. For Ralph, the observer
scored 21% of the Descending condition sessions, scored 21% of the 1-Day condition sessions,
and 36% of the control condition sessions. For Ralph, the researchers calculated overall
treatment integrity for the Descending condition to be 100%, treatment integrity for the 1-Day
condition to be 99%, and treatment integrity for the control condition to be 100%.
Results and Discussion
Acquisition, Generalization, and Maintenance
Figures 7 through 9 display outcomes of Experiment 2. Figure 7 displays Paul’s skill
acquisition (upper panels) and maintenance (lower panel). Paul met the terminal phase
acquisition-performance criterion in the 1-day condition in 2 days (sessions) and the Descending
condition targets in 5 sessions. While acquiring target responses during teaching conditions, Paul
did not acquire responses from the control condition. During generalization, Paul’s accuracy was
27% correct responding during the 1-day condition and 33% correct responding during the
Descending condition. Paul’s generalization phase began one week after teaching ended.
During maintenance assessments, Paul’s accuracy averaged 18% correct responding during the
1-day condition and averaged 50% correct responding during the Descending condition across 56
total days. Overall, despite slower acquisition in the Descending condition, the Descending
condition was more effective in producing generalization and maintenance outcomes.
Figure 8 displays John’s skill acquisition (upper panels) and maintenance (lower panel).
John met the terminal phase acquisition-performance criterion in the 1-day condition and the
Descending condition in 9 days (sessions). While acquiring target responses during teaching
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conditions, John did not acquire responses from the control condition. During generalization,
John’s accuracy was 67% correct responding during the 1-day condition and was 33% correct
responding during the Descending condition. During maintenance assessments, John’s accuracy
averaged 95% correct responding during the 1-day condition and the Descending condition
across 21 total days. Overall, John acquired target responses in an equal number of days for both
conditions. While the 1-day condition was more effective in producing generalization outcomes,
both conditions were effective in producing maintenance outcomes.
Figure 9 displays Ralph’s skill acquisition (upper panels) and maintenance (lower panel).
Ralph met the terminal phase acquisition-performance criterion in the 1-day condition in 36 days
(sessions) and the Descending condition targets in 40 days. While acquiring target responses
during teaching conditions, Ralph did not acquire responses from the control condition. During
generalization, Ralph’s accuracy averaged 100% correct responding during the 1-day condition
and averaged 67% correct responding during the Descending condition. During maintenance
assessments, Ralph’s accuracy averaged 82% correct responding during the 1-day condition and
averaged 100% correct responding during the Descending condition across 22 total days.
Overall, despite the 1-Day condition leading to faster acquisition and more effective
generalization outcomes, the Descending condition led to more effective maintenance outcomes.
Results across participants were idiosyncratic. Paul completed the 1-Day condition
acquisition in fewer sessions but he had higher accuracy percentages during maintenance and
generalization outcomes in the Descending condition. However, these the accuracy percentages
were below criterion level. Both conditions were effective and efficient for John in terms of
producing acquisition and maintenance outcomes. However, he had a higher accuracy
percentage on the generalization probe in the 1-Day condition. Ralph completed the acquisition
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phase in fewer sessions in the 1-Day condition than in the Descending condition. Ralph had
higher accuracy percentage in the Descending condition during maintenance but had a higher
accuracy percentage on the generalization probe in the 1-Day condition. Figure 10 displays
average accuracy during maintenance for each condition across participants. For all participants
the Descending condition produced higher or equal to correct responding during maintenance.
Effect of Frequency Criterion on Performance
The number of sessions that participants had to demonstrate at least 90% correct
responding differed between the two conditions. Therefore, researchers were interested in the
change in correct responding percentages (accuracy) when prompts were faded during teaching.
Accuracy When Fading Prompts
Table 3 displays the difference in accuracy of responding between the two conditions in
the teaching phases on the last session of a more intrusive prompt and the accuracy on the first
session with a faded prompt. This table displays how the participants’ accuracy in responding
was impacted once the experimenter removed or began to fade the verbal prompt. During
acquisition, Paul underwent two teaching phases, full verbal prompt and no prompt. When the
verbal prompt was removed, Paul’s accuracy maintained at 93% in the 1-day condition and at
100% responding in the Descending condition. During acquisition, John underwent three
teaching phases, full verbal prompt, partial verbal prompt, and no prompt. When the verbal
prompt was partially faded, John’s accuracy maintained at 93% in the 1-day condition and at
100% responding in the Descending condition. Then when the verbal prompt was removed,
John’s accuracy decreased to 67% in the 1-day condition and to 80% in the Descending
condition.
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During acquisition, Ralph underwent three teaching phases, full verbal prompt, partial
verbal prompt, and no prompt. Of note, the experimenter attempted to fade Ralph’s full and
partial verbal prompts more than one time. Since Ralph’s accuracy was not increasing, when a
prompt was initially faded, the experimenter had to go back to the previous prompt phase until
Ralph’s responding reached acquisition-performance criteria and then the prompt was faded
again. Therefore, in the 1-day condition, the following prompt phases were used: full verbal,
partial verbal, no prompt, partial verbal, no prompt, partial verbal, and no verbal. In the
Descending condition the following prompt phase were used: full verbal, partial verbal, full
verbal, partial verbal, no prompt, partial verbal, no prompt. As a reminder, that the experimenter
faded a prompt when Ralph responded with at least 93% accuracy for the required number of
sessions. In the 1-day condition, when the experimenter faded to a partial verbal prompt, the
accuracy dropped to 73%. Then when the experimenter faded to no prompt, the accuracy
dropped to 26%. Since Ralph was not meeting acquisition-performance criteria, the
experimenter returned to a partial verbal prompt and then that was faded again, then accuracy
was 40% with no prompt. On the third attempt to fade to no prompt, accuracy was 67%. In the
Descending condition, the first time the experimenter faded to a partial verbal prompt, Ralph’s
accuracy decreased to 87%. Again, since he was not meeting acquisition-performance criteria,
the experimenter re-introduced a full verbal prompt and when it was faded again, Ralph’s
accuracy decreased to 80%. Ralph then met acquisition-performance criteria in that phase and
when the experimenter faded to no prompt, Ralph’s accuracy decreased to 53%. Again, since
Ralph was not meeting acquisition-performance criteria, the experimenter re-introduced the
partial verbal prompt and when the experimenter faded to no prompt, Ralph’s accuracy was 93%.
For all three participants, when the prompt was partially and fully faded, accuracy was higher in
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the Descending condition. Additionally for Ralph as shown in table 3 it took Ralph less attempts
to complete the no prompt phase in the Descending condition (2 attempts) than in the 1-day
condition (3 attempts).
Figure 11 shows the accuracy level in the first phases after a prompt is faded for each
condition, which has been aggregated across participants. Each data point signifies an individual
performance. In the 1-Day condition, participants averaged 65.6% accuracy (SD = 25.1) during
the first acquisition session in a new (faded) teaching phase, while participants in the Descending
condition averaged 84.7% accuracy (SD = 16.3) – thus, in general, during the first teaching
session using faded prompts, a participant’s performance was likely to be below criterion-level in
the 1-Day condition and loser to or at the criterion-level in the Descending condition. A pairedsamples t-test revealed that performance on the first acquisition session of a new phase was
significantly higher in the Descending condition compared to the 1-Day condition, t(6) = -3.046,
p = 0.023. These outcomes confirm that despite the overall efficiency of the 1-Day criterion
condition, when participants experienced faded prompts, participants performed higher initially
in the Descending condition.
Limitations
Experiment 2 also had limitations specific to a participant. During John’s Descending
condition teaching phases, the researchers did not fade the partial verbal prompt after the first
day that acquisition-performance criteria were met. Therefore, in the Descending condition, the
researchers taught John’s targets for an extra day with the partial verbal prompt, which could
have better prepared him to maintain accuracy when the prompt was faded as opposed to if he
has one day in the partial verbal prompt condition. There was a similar issue when teaching
Ralph. Because of Ralph’s slow acquisition, the researchers had to reintroduce verbal prompts
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for both conditions. Since targets were taught in a set, this meant that some targets, such as
“towel”, met acquisition-performance criteria but had to be taught with a previous prompt or had
to be taught for an extended time with the same prompt. Meaning “towel” met acquisitionperformance criteria for the prompt to be faded from a partial verbal to no prompt but because
the set did not meet acquisition-performance criteria, researchers continue to use a full verbal
prompt when presenting “towel”, which could have better prepared Ralph to maintain accuracy
when the verbal prompt was faded and during the maintenance phase.
Additionally, Ralph’s sessions were all virtual and his mother delivered his tokens. Due
to the sessions being virtual via “Zoom” and “Goggle Meets”, it made it more complicated for
the second observer to code them because she had a limited view of Ralph and during zoom
sessions, the camera would switch between the research and between Ralph, therefore his
behavior was not in view consistently. Another complication with virtual sessions was that
Ralph’s mother did not always deliver tokens after a correct response and delivered tokens after
an error correction, which could have impacted his rate of acquisition.
Conclusion
In Experiment 2, the outcomes suggested 1) that the 1-Day condition outcomes from
Experiment 1 were replicated and 2) that using a changing criterion that entails a higher value for
the frequency component (Descending condition) can mitigate a drop in accuracy when a prompt
is faded, 3) that the frequency component did not impact generalization outcomes. Therefore,
Experiment 2 demonstrated the utility of using a changing criterion. Beginning in a higher
requirement of observations better prepared the participant for the prompt fade. Then requiring
one day in subsequent prompt phases was effective in producing a durable response and also
maintained the efficiency of the 1-Day criterion from Experiment 1.
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General Discussion
Across two experiments, the researchers evaluated the effects of the frequency of
observations on skill acquisition, maintenance (both experiments), and generalization
(Experiment 2). In Experiment 1, the researchers compared the effect of requiring more
observations (3 sessions) to the effect of requiring fewer observations (1 session) at 90%
accuracy. Maintenance outcomes revealed that these learners maintained responding at the same
level when acquisition-performance criteria were 90% for one session as when the criteria were
90% for three consecutive sessions. The results of Experiment 1 demonstrated it is possible to
design instruction in such a way that leads to gains in efficiency because learners can be taught a
skill in less time and then researchers replicated these results with a second set of targets with
two of the participants. When conducting Experiment 1, the researchers noticed an interesting
effect for Maya, Michael, and Mark in the 1-Day condition. When the verbal prompt was fully
faded, the participant’s accuracy decreased to 80% or below. Therefore, the 1-Day condition
produced high accuracy in maintenance, but the researchers were concerned about the decrease
in accuracy after the initial prompt phase. Based on those results, the researchers conducted
Experiment 2.
In the Experiment 2, researchers evaluated if a descending-frequency criterion, compared
to a 1-Day criterion, would mitigate the drop in accuracy when a prompt was faded. Generally,
participants concluded teaching phases in fewer sessions in the 1-Day condition than in the
Descending condition (for 2 of 3 participants). Then during maintenance both conditions
produced 100% accuracy during maintenance for two of the three participants (John and Ralph).
Researchers found that after removing the verbal prompt, the participants maintained the high
accuracy levels that they achieved in the initial teaching phase (for 2 out of 3 participants) in the
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Descending condition as compared to the 1-Day condition. This may have been because in the
Descending condition, during the full verbal prompt phase, the criterion was 3 consecutive
sessions, then in subsequent prompt phases (partial verbal prompt and no verbal prompt), the
criterion was 90% accuracy in one session.
Across these two experiments, the researchers examined the effects of using a constant
and descending criterion on acquisition, maintenance, and generalization. In Experiments 1 and
2, researchers found that participants completed acquisition in fewer sessions in the 1-Day
criterion as compared to the other treatment condition (3-Day criterion in Experiment 1 and
Descending criterion in Experiment 2). The exception was John in Experiment 2, who
completed the 1-Day and Descending condition acquisition phases in the same number of days.
In Experiments 1 and 2, the 1-Day condition also produced criterion-level accuracy during
maintenance for most participants (three participants in Experiment 1 and two of the three
participants in Experiment 2, which was comparable to conditions that entailed three consecutive
sessions as a criterion, as in the 3-Day condition in Experiment 1 and as the Descending criterion
in Experiment 2 in the full verbal prompt phase. These findings support the utility of a 1-Day
criterion when the required level of accuracy is 90%. Additionally, Experiment 2 demonstrated
that a Descending criterion significantly mitigated a drop in accuracy. The Descending condition
entailed a three day criterion in the full prompt phase which meant that it mimicked the 3-Day
criterion in Experiment 1. Upon statistical analysis, when compared to a constant one day
criterion (1-Day criterion condition), the 3-Day criterion condition and the Descending criterion
condition had significantly higher accuracy in sessions after a prompt fade occurred.
These experiments extend research on performance criteria by examining the frequency
of observation component of acquisition-performance criteria because it has not been studied
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before. In previous research, researchers have investigated levels of required accuracy when
teaching (Semb, 1974; Johnston & O’Neil, 1973; Fienup and Brodsky, 2017; Fuller and Fienup,
2018; Richling et al. 2019). These experiments are a promising first step in better understanding
which frequency of observations value is effective at producing maintained responding and more
efficient. Several questions remain that warrant further research.
Future Research
Researchers have investigated several components of discrete trial instruction and effects
on skill acquisition, such as a comparison of error correction procedures (Carroll, Joachim, St.
Peter, & Robinson, 2015; Turan, Moroz, & Croteau, 2012), various prompting procedures
(Cengher, Budd, Farrell, & Fienup, 2017), the effect of delayed reinforcement on skill
acquisition (Carroll, Kodak, & Adolf, 2015; Majdalany, Wilder, Smeltz, & Lipschultz, 2016),
and the effect of differential reinforcement on skill acquisition (Johnson, Vladescu, Kodak, &
Sidener, 2017; Boudreau, Vladescu, Kodak, Argott, & Kisamore, 2015), to name some
components. As a component of discrete trial instruction, researchers have just begun to
examine the effect of different performance criterion parameters on skill acquisition and of the
research that has been done, all of it has focused on the criterion-level component of acquisitionperformance criteria. Therefore, more research should be done to examine how acquisitionperformance criteria components interact with each other and how different acquisitionperformance criteria values interact with the other components of discrete trial instruction that
directly impact skill acquisition and maintenance such as prompting procedures and the
immediacy of reinforcement after correct responding. Future research should also investigate if
the effects of different values of acquisition-performance criteria generalize across different
topographies of targets. Additionally, we demonstrated that a Descending criterion produced
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less of a decrease in accuracy after a prompt fade than the 1-Day condition, researchers should
investigate the clinical significance of this outcome.
Parametric analysis of frequency and accuracy components
Researchers can investigate the effect of different combinations of values for the
frequency of observations and the accuracy level components of acquisition-performance criteria
on acquisition, maintenance, and generalization. Researchers can use a parametric analysis to
compare more than two values at a time for the frequency criterion (e.g., compare one session,
two consecutive sessions, and three consecutive sessions). A parametric analysis would provide
more comprehensive outcomes because several values of the frequency-of-observation criterion
would be compared simultaneously (e.g., compare 1 session, 2 consecutive sessions, 3
consecutive sessions, and 5 consecutive sessions). This would help researchers determine
exactly which value produces more effective and efficient outcomes. Additionally, further
studies can compare several values for the level criterion to extend the findings of previous
studies that examined the accuracy component (e.g., compare 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100%).
Interactions between criterion levels and frequency of observations
In addition to a parametric analysis for each component, future research should
simultaneously compare multiple values for each component of acquisition-performance criteria
in a single study to have a better understanding of the interactive effects. It is not clear how
different values of the accuracy criterion and the frequency of observations criterion interact to
impact acquisition. In terms of accuracy level, previously researchers found that lower accuracy
levels were predictive of lower and variable accuracy levels during maintenance (Richling et al.,
2019). However, research findings have varied on which lower accuracy value produces
maintenance below that accuracy value. Richling et al. found that across three consecutive
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sessions using a 90% accuracy produced maintenance below the 90% level. However, Longino
et al. (2020) and Pitts and Hoerger (2021) found that 90% across three consecutive sessions
produced maintenance that averaged that 90% accuracy level. Of note, as previously discussed,
all these studies had procedural differences which could have contributed to the differences in
outcomes. While it is not possible to have conclusive comparisons between these studies
because of procedural differences, the outcomes across studies seem to show that acquisitionperformance criteria provide a general prediction of accuracy levels during maintenance.
Acquisition-performance criteria seem to serve as a proxy for what accuracy will approach and
possibly surpass as the frequency of observations criterion increases. For example, if accuracy
criterion is 80% then accuracy should approach at least 80% during maintenance. It is possible
that the more observations that are required at 80% during acquisition, the closer accuracy will
be to 80% or higher during maintenance. Researchers should examine the interaction between
different accuracy levels, such as 100%, 90%, and 80%, and the frequency of observations
criterion (one session and three sessions as a criterion). Using a higher frequency of
observations requirement would mitigate any negative effect on acquisition from having a lower
accuracy requirement as seen on previous DTI acquisition-performance criteria studies. For
example comparing if learners display better performance when 80% accuracy if used with a 3day criterion than with a 1-day criterion and which condition would produce responding that is
comparable to responding when 90% and 100% accuracy is used.
Acquisition-performance criteria interaction with prompting procedures
Researchers can investigate different acquisition-performance criteria values and prompt
fading procedures. There were inconsistent results in the previous acquisition-performance
criteria studies that used prompt fading. Richling et al. (2019) found that when researchers used
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LTM prompting procedure with lower accuracy values such as 90% participants did not maintain
high accuracy during maintenance. While Pitts & Hoerger (2021) used LTM prompting
procedure and found that a 90% accuracy criterion produced accuracy levels that were at 90% or
one point higher during maintenance. Both sets of researchers found that 80% produced
accuracy that was below 80% during maintenance. Researchers can further investigate if
requiring a higher frequency of observations can mitigate the lower maintained responding when
using accuracy criterions below 100% with LTM prompting. Longino et al. (2021) used MTL
prompt fading and required the accuracy criterion to be observed for three consecutive sessions
when examining acquisition-performance criteria. They found that when MTL prompting was
used, the participants were able to maintain responding with a 90% accuracy criterion just as
well as the 100% acquisition-performance criterion. Since, in this study a descending criterion
mitigated the drop in accuracy when a prompt is faded, further research can examine if Longino
et al. (2021)’s findings can be replicated with a descending criterion. Since researchers have
examined mastery criteria using MTL and LTM prompting, there is some consensus that
criterion effects generalize across MTL and LTM prompting. Further research should examine if
criterion effects would further generalize across other prompt fading procedures such as constant
time delay, progressive time delay, simultaneous prompting, stimulus fading, and stimulus
shaping.
Future research can examine the frequency of observations criterion to represent a
required number of correct responses and not sessions (e.g., 3 consecutive correct responses as
the frequency criterion). Richling et al. and Longino et al. (2021) used different fading
procedures, these researchers faded prompts across trials. Fienup and Brodsky (2017) compared
requiring 12 consecutive correct responses and 6 consecutive correct responses and found that 12
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consecutive correct responses led to better outcomes (participants derived relations faster in that
condition). This study used a descending criterion and faded prompts across sessions. Future
research can examine frequency of observations criterions in this capacity when using prompts
(e.g., comparing requiring 1 correct response to 3 consecutive correct and to 5 consecutive
correct). Additionally, future research can also examine if a descending criterion based on
number of correct responses and fading prompts across responses (trials) would produce similar
results.
Implications for using a descending criterion for problem behavior
Based on the results of Experiment 1, by setting descending criteria in Experiment 2,
researchers can retain the efficiency gains of a 1-Day criterion but also ensure that the learner is
exposed to enough teaching sessions to maintain accuracy when the prompt is faded and to
ultimately maintain accuracy after teaching has ended. One question is the clinical impact of a
drop in accuracy on the participants’ behaviors that participants experienced in both experiments
in the 1-Day condition when the verbal prompt was fully faded. Descending criteria may be
especially helpful for researchers that work with learners with clinically significant problem
behavior as it was shown the mitigate that drop in accuracy in Experiment 2. Using an
antecedent intervention such as lessening the difficulty of a response has been shown to decrease
escape-maintained problem behavior (Romano et al. 2021). In Romano et al. (2021), researchers
lessened response effort in the curriculum revision condition by asking students to skip count and
provided a visual prompt of the correct responses. In the functional communication condition
that did not entail curriculum revision, participants engaged in less correct responses, which
indicated a decrease in accuracy. Since the Descending condition requires consecutive sessions
with a full prompt it also entails less response effort as compared to a teaching phase without a
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prompt. Therefore, participants with escape-maintained problem behavior may display lower
levels of it when the acquisition-performance criteria entail more sessions with a full prompt.
Hence, further research may recruit participant with clinically-significant escape behavior
to further study the utility of a Descending criterion, which encompasses a 1-Day criterion and a
3-Day criterion. In future research researchers can compare the Descending criterion as a
curricular-modification to mitigate problem behavior, to a 1-Day criterion, which does not
prepare learners as well for a prompt fade as seen by the significant drop in accuracy once the
prompt is faded across these two experiments. Additional further studies can recruit more
participants with verbal behavior repertoires that more closely resembled Mark in Experiment 1
and Ralph in Experiment 2. These two participants had a history of engaging in higher rates of
problematic behavior and more limited verbal behavior repertoires than the other participants
used in the experiments. It is not clear if using the same descending criterion or including 1-day
in a criterion would provide sufficient teaching time that would lead to maintained responding.
Acquisition-performance criteria effect on acquiring different types of targets
Additionally, as a way to further investigate how acquisition-performance criteria
components interact with the components of DTI, researchers can compare acquisitionperformance criteria values with different acquisition targets. Previously, researchers examined
acquisition-performance criteria when teaching expressive (Fuller and Fienup, 2017; Richling et
al., 2020; and Longino et al., 2021) and receptive tasks (Pitts and Hoerger, 2020) using DTI.
These studies required the learner to emit a discrete response. It is unclear how different
acquisition-performance criteria values would impact skill acquisition when a chained response
is being taught to a learner. Following a task analysis requires the learner to emit a series of
discrete responses so it is not clear at this point if high accuracy for one day would be enough for
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a learner to maintain high accuracy when engaging in chained responses. Additionally,
researchers can examine higher and lower accuracy criterions with higher and lower frequency
of observation criterions and their effect on learner’s acquisition and maintenance of chained
responses. Researchers can also examine how goals that focus on fluency are impact by different
acquisition-performance criteria values. Additionally, when learners are taught pre-requisite
skills to higher-order skills, it is unclear how different performance criteria values impact the
learner’s ability to learn the next skills necessary for the terminal skill. For example, learning to
tact nouns and actions are necessary pre-requisite skills to then being able to describe visual
stimuli in sentences combining nouns and verbs. Researchers can examine how teaching nouns
and verbs using different criterion values, then impacts the learner’s acquisition of describing
visual stimuli using those nouns and verbs.
Interaction between acquisition-performance criteria and reinforcer immediacy
Researchers should also examine how acquisition-performance criteria interacts with the
reinforcement component of discrete trial instruction. Discrete trail instruction requires that
reinforcement be immediate after a correct response (Smith, 2001). In Experiment 1, during
Mark’s acquisition phase, reinforcement was delayed due to treatment integrity errors. Mark had
comparable maintenance between the 1-Day and 3-Day conditions but had a smaller difference
than Maya and Michael in the number of sessions to complete acquisition between the 1-Day and
3-Day conditions. Research had shown that learners can still acquire taught targets when
reinforcement is delayed (Carroll and Kodak, 2016), although required more sessions to reach
acquisition-performance criteria. Research can examine how the immediacy of reinforcement
impacts the efficiency of using a lower value for the frequency of observations component of
acquisition-performance criteria.
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Acquisition-performance criteria and generalization
In Experiment 2, we did not see differences in generalization between the Descendingcriterion condition and the 1-Day condition. Previous research indicated that specific teaching
procedures, such as multiple-exemplar teaching, produce generalization. Acquisitionperformance criteria does not entail teaching procedures that promote generalization, instead it
determines the length of teaching. This may mean that the future research should examine how
the effectiveness of different teaching techniques that have been shown to lead to generalization
are impacted by different values of acquisition-performance criteria (e.g., comparing not using
multiple exemplar training with a 90% accuracy criterion for one session versus 90% accuracy
criterion for three consecutive session criterion versus using multiple exemplar training with a
one session criterion at a 90% accuracy criterion versus using multiple exemplar training with a
90% accuracy criterion for three consecutive sessions. While acquisition-performance criteria do
not directly involve teaching procedures that promote generalization, they may indirectly impact
generalization by impacting how long the learner has to engage in a certain response during
acquisition. The more the learner engages in a correct response in the presence of a stimulus the
more likely the learner will only respond in the presence of this stimulus (discrimination) as
opposed to varied forms of it (generalization). Therefore, choosing a higher criterion that
produces more teaching sessions may negatively impact generalization.
Clinical Implications
The acquisition-criterion research is in preliminary stages and there is no empiricallysupported, standardized way to implement acquisition criteria so clinicians should make several
considerations when implementing an acquisition criterion and understand the caveats related to
the current acquisition-criteria research. First, the findings in Experiments 1 and 2 were
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observed with a small sample of the developmentally disabled population so clinicians should
continue to consider the profiles of their individual learners when deciding on which acquisition
criteria to use. Second, clinicians should consider that there were procedural differences between
acquisition criteria studies so further replications need to be attempted with once set of
procedures to test if the criteria outcomes can be replicated. Third, across the acquisitioncriterion research, different responses were taught, and clinicians should consider if the response
being taught to a learner is a necessary life skill, a pre-requisite skill to a high-order response, a
discrete response, or a chained response, etc. Depending on the type of response being taught
clinicians can choose a more appropriate acquisition criteria. It would behoove clinicians to use
an alternating treatments design to compare teaching procedures and acquisition criteria and then
implement the more effective and efficient one. By doing so, acquisition procedures would be
individualized to the learner.
Conclusion
Acquisition-performance criteria is a component of DTI but not enough is known about
its function on acquisition and maintenance. More research should be conducted examining how
different values of the components of acquisition-performance criteria impact skill acquisition
and producing durable responding. Additionally, not enough is known about how these different
values would impact the other DTI components. Hopefully, with more research on the
components of master criteria and how they interact with the other components of DTI
researchers can further understand how to provide effective and efficient instruction.
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Table 1
Experiment 1 targets for each participant across conditions
Comparison 1

Comparison 2

1-Day
Condition
Targets

3-Day
Condition
Targets

1-Day
Condition
Targets

Maya

refrigerator,
mirror, “baby
alive” doll

umbrella,
window, clock

photo album,
purse, chair

Michael

oven, Legos,
napkin

stairs, coat,
couch

Mark

brush, mop,
couch

coat, bed,
bowl
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3-Day
Condition
Targets

Control
Condition
Targets
glasses,
gloves, hat

eyes, dryer,
washing
machine

phone,
microwave,
sink
ears, cell
phone, photo
album

nose,
umbrella,
board game

n/a

n/a

n/a

Table 2
Experiment 2 targets for each participant across conditions
Descending condition Targets

1-Day Condition
Targets
Tupperware, doorstop,
ruler

Control Condition
wallet, watch,
laminator

Paul

wisk, folder, staple remover

John

eyelash, calf, thigh

ankle, forearm, knees

heel, waist, forehead

Ralph

brush, rug, clock

towel, plate, pot

pillow, lamp, mop
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Table 3
Experiment 2 accuracy for each participant when the verbal prompt was faded
Descending
Prompt
Accuracy after prompt
phase
fade
No prompt
100%
Partial
100%
verbal
67%
No prompt
80%
73%
Partial
87%
verbal
26%
Partial
80%
verbal
No prompt
40%
No prompt
53%
No prompt
67%
No prompt
93%
*For John, the experimenter mistakenly used the partial verbal prompt for a second session,
instead of fading it.
More than one attempt was made to fade Ralph’s full verbal and partial verbal prompt.
Prompt
phase
Paul
No prompt
John Partial
verbal
No prompt
Ralph Partial
verbal
No prompt

1-Day
Accuracy after prompt
fade
93%
93%
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Figure 1
Maya’s Initial Comparison

Note. The graph displays Maya’s initial comparison of 1-Day (grey squares) and 3-Day (black
circles) performance-criterion frequency conditions, with acquisition displayed in the top two
panels and maintenance displayed in the bottom panel. The FV condition label signifies that in
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that condition the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, which was then followed by
a full verbal prompt. Pic signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, no
prompt followed the Sd. The Obj signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and an
object being presented, no prompt followed the Sd.
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Figure 2
Maya’s Second Comparison
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Note. The graph displays Maya’s second comparison of 1-Day (grey squares) and 3-Day (black
circles) performance-criterion frequency conditions, with acquisition displayed in the top two
panels, the control condition displayed in the third panel, and maintenance displayed in the
bottom panel. The FV condition label signifies that in that condition the Sd consisted of a verbal
instruction and a picture, which was then followed by a full verbal prompt. Pic signifies that the
Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, no prompt followed the Sd. The Obj signifies
that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and an object being presented, no prompt followed
the Sd.
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Figure 3
Michael’s Initial Comparison

Note. The graph displays Michael’s initial comparison of 1-Day (grey squares) and 3-Day (black
circles) performance-criterion frequency conditions, with acquisition displayed in the top two
panels and maintenance displayed in the bottom panel. The PV condition label signifies that in
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that condition the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, which was then followed by
a partial verbal prompt. Pic signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture,
no prompt followed the Sd. The Obj signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and an
object being presented, no prompt followed the Sd.
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Figure 4
Michael’s Second Comparison
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Note. The graph displays Michael’s second comparison of 1-Day (grey squares) and 3-Day
(black circles) performance-criterion frequency conditions, with acquisition displayed in the top
two panels, the control condition displayed in the third panel, and maintenance displayed in the
bottom panel. The PV condition label signifies that in that condition the Sd consisted of a verbal
instruction and a picture, which was then followed by a partial verbal prompt. P2 signifies that
the same Sd was used as in the PV condition but was followed by a partial verbal prompt that
consisted of more syllables than the partial verbal prompt used in the PV condition. P3 signifies
that the same Sd was used as in the PV condition but was followed by a partial verbal prompt
that consisted of more syllables than the partial verbal prompt used in the PV2 condition. Pic
signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, no prompt followed the Sd.
The Obj signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and an object being presented, no
prompt followed the Sd.
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Figure 5
Mark’s Comparison

Note. The graph displays Mark’s comparison of 1-Day (grey squares) and 3-Day (black circles)
performance-criterion frequency conditions, with acquisition displayed in the top two panels and
maintenance displayed in the bottom panel. The FV condition label signifies that in that
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condition the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, which was then followed by a
full verbal prompt. The PV condition label signifies that in that condition the Sd consisted of a
verbal instruction and a picture, which was then followed by a partial verbal prompt. Pic
signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, no prompt followed the Sd.
The Obj signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and an object being presented, no
prompt followed the Sd.
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Figure 6
Comparison of Preparation for New, Faded Teaching Phase in Experiment 1

Note. The graph displays individual performances during the first session of a new, faded
teaching phase during skill acquisition. Data are aggregated across participants and displayed as
a function of the performance-criterion frequency condition.
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Figure 7
Paul’s Comparison
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Note. The graph displays Paul’s comparison of 1-Day (grey squares) and Descending (black
circles) performance-criterion frequency conditions, with acquisition and generalization
displayed in the top two panels, the control condition in the third panel, and maintenance
displayed in the bottom panel. The FV condition label signifies that in that condition the Sd
consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, which was then followed by a full verbal prompt.
Pic signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, no prompt followed the
Sd. The Obj signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and an object being presented,
no prompt followed the Sd.
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Figure 8
John’s Comparison
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Note. The graph displays John’s comparison of 1-Day (grey squares) and Descending (black
circles) performance-criterion frequency conditions, with acquisition and generalization
displayed in the top two panels, the control condition displayed in the third panel, and
maintenance displayed in the bottom panel. The FV condition label signifies that in that
condition the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, which was then followed by a
full verbal prompt. The PV condition label signifies that in that condition the Sd consisted of a
verbal instruction and a picture, which was then followed by a partial verbal prompt. Pic
signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, no prompt followed the Sd.
The Obj signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and an object (body part) being
presented, no prompt followed the Sd.
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Figure 9
Ralph’s Comparison
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Note. The graph displays Ralph’s comparison of 1-Day (grey squares) and Descending (black
circles) performance-criterion frequency conditions, with acquisition and generalization
displayed in the top two panels and maintenance displayed in the bottom panel. The FV
condition label signifies that in that condition the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a
picture, which was then followed by a full verbal prompt. The PV condition label signifies that
in that condition the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a picture, which was then followed
by a partial verbal prompt. Pic signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal instruction and a
picture, no prompt followed the Sd. The Pic2 signifies that the Sd consisted of a verbal
instruction and a picture of a different version of the same item being presented, no prompt
followed the Sd.
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Figure 10
Average Accuracy During Maintenance

Note. The graph displays the average accuracy during maintenance for each condition across
participants.
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Figure 11
Comparison of Preparation for New Faded Teaching Phase
100
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Note. The graph displays individual performances during the first session of a new, faded
teaching phase during skill acquisition. Data are aggregated across participants and displayed as
a function of the performance-criterion frequency condition.
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Appendix A
Example of a Datasheet
Sd: "What do you use ________ for?"

6

circle prompt level: (can refer to previous datasheet)

circle prompt level: (can refer to previous datasheet)

full verbal
w/ pic

full verbal
w/ pic

Run 1st

Indep with
object

no verbal w/ pic

90% accuracy across 1 day
Trial

Run 2nd 90% accuracy across 3 days

+/-

Item

+/-

Item

Trial

1

refrigerator

1

umbrella

2

baby alive

2

window

3

mirror

3

clock

4

refrigerator

4

clock

5

mirror

5

window

6

baby alive

6

umbrella

7

baby alive

7

umbrella

8

mirror

8

window

9

refrigerator

9

clock

10

refrigerator

10

umbrella

11

mirror

11

clock

12

baby alive

12

window

13

baby alive

13

umbrella

14

mirror

14

clock

15

refrigerator

15

window

% of correct responding:

Indep
with
object

no verbal w/ pic

________

% of correct responding:

________

1 day condition % from previous session: _______

3 day condition % from previous 2 sessions: _______ _______

Rule: 1 day at least 90% to move onto next phase

Rule: 3 day at least 90% to move onto next phase

Indicate prompt phase for next session:

Indicate prompt phase for next session:
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Appendix B
Example of a Datasheet

9

circle prompt level: (can refer to previous datasheet)
no
verbal
w/ pic

partial verbal
w/ pic

Run 1st

1 day rule: 90% accuracy across 1 day

Trial

Item

1

eyes

2

washing machine

3

dryer

4

dryer

5

washing machine

6

eyes

7

dryer

8

washing machine

9

eyes

10

eyes

11

dryer

12

washing machine

13

dryer

14

washing machine

15

eyes

circle prompt level: (can refer to previous datasheet)

Indep with
object

+/-

partial verbal
w/ pic

Run 2nd Control (baseline trial)

Run 3rd

+/-

umbrella

2

board
game

3

nose

what do you do with ______

4

nose

what do you use a __ for?

5

umbrella

6

board
game

what do you use a __ for?

7

board
game

what do you do with ______

8

nose

9

umbrella

10

umbrella

11

board
game

what can you do with a ___

12

nose

what do you use a __ for?

13

umbrella

14

board
game

15

nose

what do you do with ______
what can you do with a ___

what can you do with a ___
what can you do with a ___

what do you use a __ for?
what do you do with ______
what do you do with ______

what do you use a __ for?

what can you do with a ___
what do you do with ______

________

1

ears

2

cell phone

3

photo
album

what do you do with ______

4

ears

what can you do with a ___

5

photo
album

6

cell phone

7

cell phone

8

ears

9
10

photo
album
photo
album

11

ears

what do you use a __ for?

12

cell phone

what do you use a __ for?

13

ears

14

photo
album

15

cell phone

what can you do with a ___
what do you do with ______

what do you use a __ for?

what can you do with a ___

% of correct
responding:

what do you use a __ for?
what do you do with ______

what can you do with a ___

what do you do with ______
what can you do with a ___

________

Indep with
object

3 day rule: 90% accuracy across 3 days

Item

Trial

1

what do you use a __ for?

% of correct responding:

Item

Trial

no verbal
w/ pic

+/what do you do with ______
what do you use a __ for?

what can you do with a ___
what do you use a __ for?
what can you do with a ___

what do you do with ______
what do you use a __ for?

what can you do with a ___
what do you do with ______
what do you do with ______

what can you do with a ___
what do you use a __ for?
what do you use a __ for?

what do you do with ______
what can you do with a ___

% of correct responding: ________

1 day condition % from previous session: _______

3 day condition % from previous 2 sessions: _______ _______

Rule: 1 day at least 90% to move onto next phase

Rule: 3 day at least 90% to move onto next phase

Indicate prompt phase for next session:

Indicate prompt phase for next session:
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Appendix C
Example of a Datasheet
5

circle prompt level: (can refer to previous datasheet)

circle prompt level: (can refer to previous datasheet)

partial
verbal w/
pic

partial verbal
w/ pic

no verbal w/
pic

Indep with
object

Run 1st Descending rule: 90% accuracy across 3 day
Trial

Item

1

nose

2

umbrella

3

board
game

4

umbrella

5

nose

6

board
game

7

nose

8

board
game

9

umbrella

10

board
game

11

nose

12

umbrella

13

nose

14

umbrella

15

board
game

% of correct
responding:

+/-

Run 2nd

Indep
with
object

no verbal w/
pic

1 day rule: 90% accuracy across 1 day
Item
Trial
+/-

what do you use a _____ for

1

remote control

what do you do with ______

2

towel

what can you do with a ______

3

toothbrush

what can you do with a ______

4

toothbrush

what do you do with ______

5

towel

what do you use a _____ for

6

remote control

what can you do with a ______

7

towel

what do you do with ______

8

remote control

what do you use a _____ for

9

toothbrush

what do you use a _____ for

10

remote control

what can you do with a ______

11

towel

what do you do with ______

12

toothbrush

what do you use a _____ for

13

toothbrush

what do you do with ______

14

towel

what can you do with a ______

15

remote control

% of correct
responding:

________

what can you do with a ______
what do you do with ______
what do you use a _____ for
what do you do with ______
what do you use a _____ for
what can you do with a ______
what do you use a _____ for
what can you do with a ______
what do you do with ______
what do you use a _____ for
what do you do with ______
what can you do with a ______
what do you use a _____ for
what do you do with ______
what can you do with a ______

________

desceding condition % from previous 2 sessions: _______ ______

1 day condition % from previous session: _______

Rule: 3 days at least 90% to move onto next phase

Rule: 1 day at least 90% to move onto next

Indicate prompt phase for next session:

Indicate prompt phase for next session:
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Appendix D
Integrity Sheet – 1-Day, Baseline with Picture
Functions – Treatment Integrity

Date: ___________

Phase 1 – Baseline – With Card
1 DAY
1. The instructor held up a stimulus card and presented the instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?” YES NO

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
2. The instructor did not provide a consequence to the learner’s response and recorded the response.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

3. In between baseline trials, the instructor presented instructions to complete other targets. The instructor provided
tokens for correct independent responses. The instructor provided programmed error correction
after incorrect responses.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
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11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
4. The instructor completed 15 trials and in the correct order.
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YES NO

Appendix E
Integrity Sheet – 3-Day, Baseline with Picture
Functions – Treatment Integrity

Date: ___________

Phase 1 – Baseline – With Card

3 DAYS
1. The instructor held up a stimulus card and presented the instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?” YES NO

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
2. The instructor did not provide a consequence to the learner’s response and recorded the response.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

3. In between baseline trials, the instructor presented instructions to complete other targets. The instructor provided
tokens for correct independent responses. The instructor provided programmed error correction
after incorrect responses.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
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11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
4. The instructor completed 15 trials and in the correct order.
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YES NO

Appendix F
Integrity Sheet – 1-Day Baseline with Object
Functions – Treatment Integrity
Phase 1 – Baseline – With Object

Date: _____________

1 DAY
1. Near The object, the instructor pointed and presented the instruction: “What do you use a ______ for?” YES NO

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
2. The instructor did not provide a consequence to the learner’s response and recorded the response.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

3. In between baseline trials, the instructor presented instructions to complete other targets. The instructor provided
tokens for correct independent responses. The instructor provided programmed error correction
after incorrect responses.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
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11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
4. The instructor completed all 15 trials in the correct order.
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YES NO

Appendix G
Integrity Sheet – 3-Day Baseline with Object
Functions – Treatment Integrity

Date: _____________

Phase 1 – Baseline – With Object
3 DAYS
1. Near The object, the instructor pointed and presented the instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?” YES NO

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
2. The instructor did not provide a consequence to the learner’s response and recorded the response.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

3. In between baseline trials, the instructor presented instructions to complete other targets. The instructor provided
tokens for correct independent responses. The instructor provided programmed error correction
after incorrect responses.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
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11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
4. The instructor completed all 15 trials in the correct order.
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YES NO

Appendix H
Integrity Sheet – Teaching Phase
1 DAY

Treatment Integrity

Full Verbal Prompt with Picture
1. The instructor asked the learner what he/she wants to work for and presented a choice of two items/activities.

YES NO

.

2. The instructor held up the stimulus card and present instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?" 1. YES NO

2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
3. The instructor used a full verbal prompt: Baby alive – “to play with”; Refrigerator – “to keep food cold”;
Mirror – “to see yourself”
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
4. When the learner responded correctly, the instructor gave a token (and recorded “+” under the corresponding
condition on the datasheet.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
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9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
5. If the learner did not respond correctly, then the instructor told the learner to “Try again” and used a full
verbal prompt.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
6. Once the learner responded correctly, after the full verbal prompt, the instructor stated in a neutral tone,
“that’s better” (and recorded “-“ under the corresponding condition on the datasheet).
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

7. If the learner did not obtain all tokens by the end of the 15 trials, the instructor presented other mastered
targets till the learner obtained all 15 tokens.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
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4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
8. The instructor repeated these steps for the 15 trials.

YES NO

9. The instructor completed trials based on the correct phase.

YES NO
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Appendix I
Integrity Sheet – Teaching Phase
3 DAYS
Full Verbal Prompt with Picture

Treatment Integrity

Date: _______________

1. The instructor asked the learner what he/she wants to work for and presented a choice of two items/activities.

YES NO

.

2. The instructor held up the stimulus card and present instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?" 1. YES NO

2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
3. The instructor used a full verbal prompt: Clock – “to tell time”; Umbrella – “to keep dry”; Window – “to look
out”.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
4. When the learner responded correctly, the instructor gave a token (and recorded “+“ under the corresponding
condition on the datasheet.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
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10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
5. If the learner did not respond correctly, then the instructor told the learner to “Try again” and used a full
verbal prompt.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
6. Once the learner responded correctly, after the full verbal prompt, the instructor stated in a neutral tone,
“that’s better” (and recorded “-“ under the corresponding condition on the datasheet).
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
7. If the learner did not obtain all tokens by the end of the 15 trials, the instructor presented other mastered
targets till the learner obtained all 15 tokens.
YES NO

8. The instructor repeated these steps for the 15 trials.

YES NO

9. The instructor completed trials based on the correct phase.

YES NO
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Appendix J
Integrity Sheet – Teaching Phase
1 DAY

Treatment Integrity

No Verbal with Picture
1. The instructor asked the learner what he/she wants to work for and presented a choice of two items/activities.

YES NO

.

2. The instructor held up the stimulus card and present instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?" 1. YES NO

2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
3. If the learner responded correctly, the instructor gave a token (and recorded “+“ under the corresponding
condition on the datasheet.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
5. If the learner did not respond correctly, then the instructor told the learner to “Try again” and used a full
verbal prompt.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
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1 DAY

Treatment Integrity

No Verbal with Picture
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
6. Once the learner responded correctly, after the full verbal prompt, the instructor stated in a neutral tone,
“that’s better” (and recorded “-” under the corresponding condition on the datasheet).
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

7. If the learner did not obtain all tokens by the end of the 15 trials, the instructor presented other mastered
targets till the learner obtained all 15 tokens.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
8. The instructor repeated these steps for the 15 trials.

YES NO

9. The instructor completed trials based on the correct phase.

YES NO
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Appendix K
Integrity Sheet – Teaching Phase
3 DAY

Treatment Integrity

No Verbal with Picture
1. The instructor asked the learner what he/she wants to work for and presented a choice of two items/activities.

YES NO

.

2. The instructor held up the stimulus card and present instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?" 1. YES NO

2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
3. If the learner responded correctly, the instructor gave a token (and recorded “+“ under the corresponding
condition on the datasheet.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
5. If the learner did not respond correctly, then the instructor told the learner to “Try again” and used a full
verbal prompt.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
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9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
6. Once the learner responded correctly, after the full verbal prompt, the instructor stated in a neutral tone,
“that’s better” (and recorded “-” under the corresponding condition on the datasheet).
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

7. If the learner did not obtain all tokens by the end of the 15 trials, the instructor presented other mastered
targets till the learner obtained all 15 tokens.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
8. The instructor repeated these steps for the 15 trials.

YES NO

9. The instructor completed trials based on the correct phase.

YES NO
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Appendix L
Integrity Sheet – Teaching Phase
1 DAY

Treatment Integrity

No Prompt with Object
1. The instructor asked the learner what he/she wants to work for and presented a choice of two items/activities.
.
YES NO
2. Near the object, the instructor pointed and presented the instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?"

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
3. If the learner responded correctly, the instructor gave a token (and recorded “+“ under the corresponding
condition on the datasheet.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
5. If the learner did not respond correctly, then the instructor told the learner to “Try again” and used a full
verbal prompt.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
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1 DAY

Treatment Integrity

No Prompt with Object
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
6. Once the learner responded correctly, after the full verbal prompt, the instructor stated in a neutral tone,
“that’s better” (and recorded “-” under the corresponding condition on the datasheet).
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

7. If the learner did not obtain all tokens by the end of the 15 trials, the instructor presented other mastered
targets till the learner obtained all 15 tokens.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
8. The instructor repeated these steps for the 15 trials.

YES NO

9. The instructor completed trials based on the correct phase.

YES NO
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Appendix M
Integrity Sheet – Teaching Phase
3 DAY

Treatment Integrity

No Prompt with Object
1. The instructor asked the learner what he/she wants to work for and presented a choice of two items/activities.
.
YES NO
2. Near the object, the instructor pointed and presented the instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?"

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
3. If the learner responded correctly, the instructor gave a token (and recorded “+“ under the corresponding
condition on the datasheet.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
5. If the learner did not respond correctly, then the instructor told the learner to “Try again” and used a full
verbal prompt.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
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3 DAY

Treatment Integrity

No Prompt with Object
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
6. Once the learner responded correctly, after the full verbal prompt, the instructor stated in a neutral tone,
“that’s better” (and recorded “-” under the corresponding condition on the datasheet).
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

7. If the learner did not obtain all tokens by the end of the 15 trials, the instructor presented other mastered
targets till the learner obtained all 15 tokens.
1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
8. The instructor repeated these steps for the 15 trials.

YES NO

9. The instructor completed trials based on the correct phase.

YES NO
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Appendix N
Integrity Sheet – Maintenance Phase
Functions – Treatment Integrity

Date: __________

Maintenance – With Object

1 DAY
1. Near The object, the instructor pointed and presented the instruction: “What do you use a ______ for?” YES NO

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
2. The instructor did not provide a consequence to the learner’s response and recorded the response.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

3. In between baseline trials, the instructor presented instructions to complete other targets. The instructor provided
tokens for correct independent responses. The instructor provided programmed error correction
after incorrect responses.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
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11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
4. The instructor completed all 15 trials in the correct order.

98

YES NO

Appendix O
Integrity Sheet – Maintenance Phase
Functions – Treatment Integrity

Date: __________

Maintenance – With Object
3 DAYS
1. Near The object, the instructor pointed and presented the instruction: "What do you use a ______ for?” YES NO

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
2. The instructor did not provide a consequence to the learner’s response and recorded the response.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO

3. In between baseline trials, the instructor presented instructions to complete other targets. The instructor provided
tokens for correct independent responses. The instructor provided programmed error correction
after incorrect responses.

1. YES NO
2. YES NO
3. YES NO
4. YES NO
5. YES NO
6. YES NO
7. YES NO
8. YES NO
9. YES NO
10. YES NO
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11. YES NO
12. YES NO
13. YES NO
14. YES NO
15. YES NO
4. The instructor completed all 15 trials in the correct order.

100

YES NO
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